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ABSTRACT 
By first obtaining a formula for the characteristic polynomial of the restriction of a 
linear mapping in R” to an affine subspace, we obtain a complete set of orthogonal 
invariants for quadrics in R”. In particular, we obtain two invariants which apply to 
quadrics of less than full rank. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this note is to derive an algebraic formula which has 
several applications in the theory of orthogonal invariants of quadrics. 
The algebraic problem can be described as follows: Given a linear 
mapping f: E + E, where E is a finite-dimensional vector space, and a 
hyperplane H in E, a new linear mapping J‘ is obtained by restricting f to H 
and then projecting onto H parallel to some given direction. We then 
investigate the relation between the characteristic polynomials off and J: 
2. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION 
In what follows, E is an n-dimensional vector space over a field K, E* its 
dual space, and f : E + E a linear mapping. Given an n X n matrix A with 
coefficients aii in K, its adjugate matrix, denoted by adj A, is the matrix 
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with entries Ali, where Aij is the cofactor of aij. When A is invertible, then 
adj A = (det A) A-‘. It is a standard result that, for any matrices A and B, 
adj A, = adj B adj A. 
The identity mappings in E and H will be denoted by j, and j, 
respectively. Finally, the characteristic polynomial off will be written 
p(A) = det(AI - A) 2 crkAnMk. 
k=O 
One can easily verify the following: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Given a linear mapping f : E -+ E, thqe exists a 
unique linear mapping adjf : E + E with the following property: if A is the 
matrix off relative to a certain basis of E, then the matrix of adj f relative to 
the basis is adj A. 
3. DERIVATION OF SOME ALGEBRAIC FORMULAS 
THEOREM 3.1. Let v E E and g E E * be such that g(v) = 1, and 
define H = g-‘(O). Also, letf : E + E be linear, and define p, =j, - v cs g. 
Then the following holds: 
det(~~fW = gWjf)(v)). (3.1) 
[Here the symbol I H denotes the restriction to H.] 
Proof. Let {e,, . . . , e,_, } be a basis of H. Then, since g(v) = 1, 
{e,, , en_l,v) is readily seen to be a basis of E. If the matrix of f in this 
basis is A = (aij>, I ,< i, j < n, then the matrix of p, 0 f (H in the basis 
is:::: ) er, e _i} is (aij), 1 < i, j < n - 1. Let {e’, . , e”} be the dual basis of 
,u). Since g(v) = 1 and g(e,) = 0 for i = 1,. . . , n - 1, it 
follows ‘th”aF ‘,” = g. 
Now det( p, 0 f(H) is just the ( n, n) element of adj A; this equals 
e”((adj fXv>> = g((adj fXv )>, and the theorem is proved. n 
COROLLARY 3.2. For any scalar A, the following formula holds: 
det( Aj, - PH ‘f(H) = g(adj(Aj, -f)(v)). (3.2) 
Proof. Substitute Aj, - f for f in (3.1). H 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let det(Aj, - p, oflH) = C;~glajirA~-‘-~, and 
det(Aj, -f> = C:=,u,,A”-‘. Then, gthefield K is infinite, we have 
a,’ = q + ui_,g(f(u)) + **. +q)g(jyv)). (3.3) 
Proof. The elements of ad$ AZ - A) are polynomials in A of degree 
n - 1; hence we can write 
n-l 
adj( AZ - A) = c Ckhn-lmk, 
k=O 
where the C, are matrices. Noting that 
adj( AZ - A) (AZ - A) = det( AZ - A) I, 
we get 
[ l<CkAn-l-k](A~ -A) = [ io~rAfi-r]z. (3.4) 
Equating coefficients (here we use the fact that the field in infinite), we get 
c, = UOZ, Ci = C,_,A + qZ, 1 < i <n - 1. 
By an easy induction argument, we obtain 
Ci = aoAi + cr,A”-’ + ... +u~Z. (3.5) 
It follows that 
n-1 
adj(AjE -f) = c 
k=O [ 1 r~o-,.-J-r An-1-k> 
so 
det( Aj, - pH'.flH) =&'djb!i~ -f><o>> 
= uk-rg(fr(v)) An-*-k. I 
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REMARK. As a by product of the preceding theorem, we can obtain the 
classical Cayley-Hamilton theorem. In fact, if we set A = 0 in (3.4) we get 
c _,A = -q,I. (3.6) 
On the other hand, (3.5) with i = n - I gives 
c 
II- I 
= o,A”-’ + alA”-’ + ..* +q,_,Z. 
Postmultiplying this by A and using (3.6), we finally arrive at 
CT 0 A” + u A”-’ I + ... +a,,1 = 0. 
4. ORTHOGONAL INVARIANTS OF QUADRICS IN [w”’ 
Consider the quadric S in Euclidean affine space Iw”, given in an 
orthonormal system by the matrix equation 
rtAX + 2bfx + n,,+,,,,+, = 0, (4.1) 
where A = (ali>, 1 < i, j < n, is symmetric and b’ is a row matrix with 
entries ui. ,~ + , , i < i < n. It is well known (see e.g., [I]) that, with a suitable 
orthonormal change of axes, (4.1) may be reduced to “standard form.” The 
following problem arises naturally: can one find the standard equation in 
terms of the coefficients nij of (4.1)? 
In the usual treatment of this problem (see [2]>, n + 1 polynomials in the 
ntj are shown to be orthogonal invariants. These invariants have been used 
for classification purposes, especially in the cases n = 2 and ~1 = 3 (see 
[3-51). However, they do not always suffice to determine the corresponding 
standard equation: this happens, for example, when n = 3 and S is a cylinder 
(more generally, this phenomenon arises when A has rank < 11 - 1). As we 
shall see, nil the standard equations of quadrics in 1w” can be determined 
with the aid of additional invariants which appear in the “degenerate cases.” 
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We shall first introduce some terminology and recall some of the results 
referred to above. 
After an orthonormal change of axes x = TX’ + d, (4.1) is transformed 
into 
x”A’x’ + 2b”x’ + u’,,+ ,,n+l = 0, (4.2) 
where the new coefficients are given by 
A’ = T’AT = T-‘AT, 
(4.3) 
b’ = Tt( Ad + b), t~;+~,~+, = #Ad + 2bfd + CZ,+,,~+~. 
Since A and A’ are similar, they have the same characteristic polynomial 
det(hZ-A) = eui(A)A”-‘. 
i=O 
Here cr,, = 1 and a,( A) = (- l)‘Si, 1 < i ,< n, where Sj is the sum of all 
i x i principal minors of A. We have just seen that the gi(A) (which are 
polynomials in the aij) are orthogonal invariants. 
To find another invariant, consider the (n + 1) X (n + 1) symmetric 
matrix 
b 
a n+1,n+1 I. (4.4) 
If we call 
i!=(;), i?=(f), F=(; :)> 
then the change x = TX’ + d can be written in the equivalent form X = T?. 
Then (4.1) becomes Xt& = 0, and it is transformed into X’%‘X’ = 0. Since -- 
det r = det T = _t 1 and x = TtAT, we see that det A= det A’. Hence - 
o~+~(A) = (-I)ndet A - 1s another orthogonal invariant. 
Thus, the gii( A), 1 ,< i < n, and a,, i( & are orthogonal invariants for all 
quadrics. As we shall see, some quadrics have other invariants which are 
essential for finding the standard equation. 
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Special Invariants 
We observe from (4.3) that b’ = 0 if and only if Ad = -b. If we can find 
such a d, then (4.2) will have no linear terms. Any solution of Ax = -b will 
be called a center of S. Let r = T(A) denote the rank of A; it is obvious that 
S has a unique center if and only if r = n. 
When r < n, Ax = -b may have infinitely many solutions or none. If 
each of these cases we shall derive a special invariant for S. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose r = r(A) < n and S has a center (hence in- 
finitely many). Then a,, l<A-) is an orthogonal invariant. 
The proof requires the following result: 
LEMMA 4.2. Let A = diag(A,;*., A,) with all Ai # 0, and b’ = 
(b,;.., b,). Then the following formula holds: 
r-l 
i=l 
..’ ,Q; = - c T( A)b%-j-lb. 
j=o 
(The symbol A means that the corresponding hi is omitted.) 
Proof. If b = 0, the result is trivial. If b # 0 we may (since the equation 
to be proved is homogeneous in b) assume that llbll = 1. We then use 
theorem 3.3 with g given by g(x) = btx, v = b, and f= the linear map 
associated with the matrix A. n 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Our strategy consists in first finding an expression 
for a,, Jx) by making a special change of coordinates, and then proving its 
invariance under an arbitrary change. 
Since A is symmetric, we can find an orthogonal T such that A’ = TtAT 
= diag(h,, . . , h,, 0,. . , O), where hi # 0 for i < r. In order to compute 
Us+ r( 3, we put x = TX’ (i.e., we keep the origin fixed). It follows that 
b’ 
%+l,n+l I. 
Since S has a center, we have Ad = -b for some d; hence 
b’ = Ttb = -T*( Ad) = -(TtAT)(Ttd) = -A’(Ttd). 
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This implies that u:, n + i = 0 for r + 1 < i < n. Now T is orthogonal, so x 
and 2 are similar; hence 
Evaluating this determinant, we get 
q+1@) = (-IY+i A, *.* Q%l+l,n+l 
[ 
Using Lemma 4.2, we obtain 
. . . 
r-1 
a,+,(~) = -q( A’)u,,+~,~+~ - c y.( A’)b’LA” 
j=o 
Substituting A’ = TtAT, b’ = Ttb, and using the similarity of A and A’, we 
finally arrive at 
a,+,($ = --a,( A)an+l,n+l - c T( A)btA’-j-lb. 
j=o 
(4.5) 
Consider now a general orthonormal change x = TX’ + d. The new 
coefficients are given by (4.3); using (4.5) one gets 
q+,(z) = -Or(A)an+l,.+l - 2dtf(A)b - dtf(A)Ad 
r-1 r-l 
- c q(A)b%-j-lb, where f(A) = c q(A) A’-j. 
j=o j=O 
Since ~~i( A) = 0 for r + 1 < i Q n, we have C;=,, uk( A>hy-k = 0 and, since 
Ai + 0, c;,, k CT (A>hymk = 0. Now let x E R”, so that Ax E Im A. Then 
(f(A))(h) = (C;,,,U~(A>A’-~>X = 0, SO f(A)A = 0. On the other hand, 
b = -Ad for some d, so b E Im A and f< A)b = 0. This proves that 
a;+,(Z) = or+i(&. n 
We study next the case where S has no center. 
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THEOREM 4.3. Zf r(A) = r < n and S has no center, then a,,J K) is an 
orthogonal invariant. 
Proof. Using the same notation and procedure as in Theorem 4.1, we 
can prove that Us+ 2( & = a,, 2( 2) w h en x = TX’ and T diagonalizes A. We 
note that now the a\ n + 1, r + 1 < i < n, are not all zero. By calculating the 
(r + 2) X (r + 2) principal minors of Ar we obtain 
u,+~( LT) = (-l)‘+‘hi a.. h, t a:“,,, 
i=r+ 1 
= -u?(A) 5 a\:,+,. 
i=r+ 1 
The sum in (4.6) is clearly the squared norm of the projection of h’ 
Ker A: hence 
(4.6) 
T’b on 
(4.7) 
Let us now make the general orthogonal change x = TX’ + d. Then 
c+z( A’) = -or( A’)llf( A’)b’ll’. 
Since A’ = TtAT, and b’ = Tt(Ad + b), o,(A) = ai( we obtain 
o,+~(/?) = -q(A)I(T’f(A)b + T’f( A)Ad[(‘, 
where f( A) is as in Theorem 4.1. 
We known that f(A)A = 0, SO a,+,(& = -q,(A)llT’f(A)bl12 = 
- a,( A)llf(A)bll”. Thus c,.+~( x) = v~+~( A’), and we are done. n 
COROLLARY 4.2. Zf r < n, then the necessary and sujjkient condition for 
S to have a center is that a,, 2( x) = 0. 
Proof. We have u,., 2( x) = 0 exactly when f( A)b = 0, i.e., if and only 
if b E Im A. This in turn is equivalent to Ad = -b for some d. 
Standard Equations 
We shall now use the result above to find the standard equation of S. We 
consider two cases, depending on whether S has a center or not. 
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Case I: T(A) = n, or r(A) < n and q+ ,(a = 0. We can find a 
suitable orthonormal system in which S has the equation 
h,x;2 + ..* -t/Q:‘. + a’,,, >)+, = 0. 
By a direct calculation we get al,, r n+, = - or+ r(&/a,( A). 
Case II: r(A) < n anrE a;, ,(A’) # 0. In this case, there is an or- 
thonormal system in which S has the equation 
/+$ + ..* +/1,r:2 + u:+, rilX; + 1 = 0. 
The coefficient a:+ r r+ r is given by 
12 or+2( 4 
ar+l..+l = - 
4 A) 
(we can choose the sign arbitrarily in taking the square root). 
REMARK. Once the standard equation has been found in terms of 
invariants, it is easy to formulate a classification based on the values of those 
invariants (for this purpose it is convenient to use Descartes’ rule). 
The author is grate&l to the anonymous referee for his helpful suggestions 
and a careful reading of the manuscript, afxd to Annette Mosley for her expert 
typing. 
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